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nates between models that have competed, un-

checked, for decades. Models in which

gamma rays are produced near the outer gap

of pulsar magnetosphere, far from the neutron

star surface, appear best suited to explain the

MAGIC data.

To prove theoreticians wrong or right is but

a small satisfaction to the observer, who

strives to see the unseen. Galileo and Fermi,

who excelled both in theory and observations,

would have loved to explore the new horizons

opened up by gamma rays and neutron stars

working together to teach us something new.
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T
he study of chemical reactions in real

time (1) has been a major success of

lasers capable of generating light

pulses shorter than several tens of femtosec-

onds (1 fs = 10–15 s). Facilitated by the discov-

ery of the strong-field phenomenon of high

harmonic generation (HHG) (2, 3), these

pulses now promise to let us observe the elec-

tron dynamics inside an atom or a molecule,

which occur over an even shorter time scale:

tens of attoseconds (1 as = 10–18 s). On pages

1232 and 1207 in this issue, McFarland et al.

(4) and Li et al. (5) show how it is possible to

use HHG selectively for probing different

molecular orbitals, thus meeting a necessary

condition for studying the internal dynamics

of complex molecular systems. 

To understand the complex interplays at

work in the two studies, consider what hap-

pens to an atom or a molecule subjected to an

intense laser field with a magnitude compa-

rable to that of the Coulomb field that binds

the electrons to the nucleus. Such conditions

(“strong-field physics”) are readily accessi-

ble with, for example, femtosecond-based

titanium-sapphire laser systems. Most of the

relevant physics can be explained by a simple

three-step model (6, 7) (see the figure). First,

the laser field suppresses the potential bar-

rier, thereby allowing quantum tunneling to

free the electron from the nucleus. Second,

the freed electron is accelerated by the laser

field and is either completely ionized or,

after approximately one-half of an optical

cycle, is accelerated back toward the parent

ion. Third, the returning field-accelerated

electron may recombine with the parent ion

and emit a very short (attosecond duration)

burst of soft x-rays. Because this process

occurs every half optical cycle, the signature

of this emitted radiation is a spectral comb of

odd-order high harmonics of the fundamen-

tal field frequency.

Since the discovery of this process, most

studies have concentrated on improving such

properties of HHG as bandwidth, number of

photons, and duration of the attosecond

bursts. However, it became apparent that

those properties were extremely dependent

on the specific target, typically dense gas jets,

used for the generation. Thus, HHG not only

provides a unique opportunity to study laser-

matter interactions in the strong-field regime,

but can also be used as a probe of the generat-

ing system itself. Furthermore, the sensitivity

of the process to variations faster than an opti-

cal cycle provides a probe of unmatched tem-

poral resolution.

The dependence on the generating med-

ium is particularly important for molecules,

because molecular symmetry and rotational-

vibrational dynamics make for richer physics

(8). An important demonstration with nitro-

gen (N
2
) as the generating medium introduced

a new method that allowed for the tomo-

graphic reconstruction of the molecular

orbital involved in the HHG process (9). By

measuring the HHG spectrum from the N
2

molecules as a function of the angle between

the laser polarization and the molecular axis,

the static highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) describing the original electronic

state involved in the HHG process was recon-

structed. However, realizing the full potential

of HHG tomography in the time domain

requires a probe of the multiple orbitals

involved in the dynamics. The two studies in

this issue directly address this challenge by

showing that HHG is indeed capable of pro-

viding information on different orbitals, pro-

vided that one “interrogates” the system in the

correct way: By modifying the “configura-

tion” of the molecule (orientation or bond

length), HHG preferentially involves either

the HOMO or the orbital immediately below

it, called HOMO-1. 

McFarland et al. investigated the HHG

emission of different harmonic orders for N
2

molecules. The molecular alignment was con-

trolled by another lower-intensity short-

pulsed laser that induced alignment along its

polarization axis (10). The alignment of the

molecular axis relative to the polarization of

the HHG generating field (e.g., perpendicular

or parallel) can then be controlled by adjusting

the delay between the two laser pulses. When

measured as a function of this delay, the highest-

order harmonics displayed a peculiar behav-

ior: a decreased signal when parallel, and an

increased signal when orthogonal. They

explained this behavior by involving HHG

from the HOMO-1 on top of the expected

generation from the HOMO.

Li et al. approached the problem differ-

ently by studying HHG from NO
2

dimers.

The weak N-N bond was first nonresonantly

excited by an ultrashort pulse. By introducing

a variable delayed HHG generating pulse,

they studied the influence of the bond length

Attosecond laser pulses can reveal the 

complex electronic processes occurring 
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?

Three-step model. An electron can tunnel out of
the suppressed potential barrier and come back
accelerated by the field. It can recombine to emit x-
ray photons. It is now possible to select which molec-
ular orbital is involved in this process.
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on the HHG process in real time. They found

that emission was suppressed as the bond

length reached its minimum value, while ion-

ization yields were unchanged. The role of

the HOMO-1 state was established through

comparison to quantum chemistry ab initio

calculations showing that (i) the HOMO-1

ionization is favored when the bond is com-

pressed, (ii) the total ionization rates do not

appreciably change with bond length, and

(iii) the HOMO-1 symmetry greatly reduces

the recombination probability, making it a

“dark state” for HHG emission; that is, it does

not emit harmonics, or it does so with much

lower efficiency.

These new studies can provide particular

insight into the electronic processes within

molecules. Tackling the complex problems

involved in molecular dynamics relies criti-

cally on very good modeling. The measure-

ments can then be used to identify the most

probable mechanism. They effectively open

a whole new class of experiments, in which

the system (molecule) is “prepared” so that

HHG is probing a specific orbital. In the

papers described here, the molecules were

either aligned or excited selectively, but this

will become more difficult as the molecule

grows in size and complexity. However, solu-

tions for avoiding alignment have already

been suggested. For instance, the recollision

angle can be controlled by using elliptically

polarized light in the driving field (11) or a

two-color field (12). These two studies,

along with recent advances in single-cycle

interactions (13), are developing the essen-

tial tools for probing attosecond dynamics in

complex molecules.
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T
he human brain constitutes 2% of the

total body weight, but receives 16% of

the cardiac output and accounts for

nearly 25% of the oxygen consumed by the

body (1). The brain and spinal cord form the

central nervous system, which, in keeping

with its role as the control center of the organ-

ism, requires protection as well as sustained

energy supply, both of which are provided by

a specialized system of blood vessels. On

page 1247 of this issue, Stenman et al. (2)

show that secreted proteins of the Wnt family

of growth factors promote vasculature forma-

tion in the central nervous system of the

mouse embryo, thereby initiating develop-

ment of the blood-brain barrier, a critical

interface that restricts the passage of solutes

between the bloodstream and neural tissue.

Similarly, Liebner et al. report that Wnt sig-

naling is required and sufficient for initiating

blood-brain barrier formation in vascular

endothelial cells of mice (3). 

The vasculature of the mammalian central

nervous system arises during embryogenesis

through a process called angiogenesis, in

which preexisting blood vessels grow from the

outside into the inside of the neural tube (the

precursor to the central nervous system) (4). In

most parts of the brain, the blood vessels are

impermeable to hydrophilic substances and,

therefore, protect the brain from toxic and

infectious agents present within the blood—a

feature referred to as the blood-brain barrier

(5). To ensure that nutrients can pass through

the blood-brain barrier to nourish the neural

tissue, endothelial cells express nutrient trans-

porters, such as the glucose transporter-

Development of the blood-brain barrier in

mammals starts in the embryo, through

specific molecules that induce vascular

development in the neural tube.
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VASCULAR DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

Mouse embryo
(Neural tube cross section)
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Endothelial cell
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Endothelial cell

Vascularization of the nervous system. The formation of blood vessels in the mouse neural tube is initiated
by Wnt7a and Wnt7b that are secreted by neuroepithelial cells. Vascular endothelial cells that surround the
neural tube respond to these signals and enter the neuroepithelium, forming a vascular plexus. These vascu-
lar endothelial cells also start to express the glucose transporter GLUT-1. Unknown signals from the blood
vessels inhibit GLUT-1 expression in the neuroepithelium. Wnt expression continues to promote formation of
the intraneural vascular plexus and initiation of a protective blood-brain barrier. 
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